ABSTRACT Integrated analysis is an important method for data analysis. Aimed at improving the deficiencies of traditional integrated data stream analysis, a human-like remembering and forgetting mechanism is introduced into data stream analysis, and a deep data stream analysis model based on remembering (DSAR) is proposed. Through this remembering and forgetting mechanism, the model regards basic classifiers as system-obtained knowledge and not only stores useful basic classifiers in a ''remembering library'' to improve prediction stability but also selects good basic classifiers to participate in integrated prediction, thus improving its ability to accommodate conceptual variations. Based on the DSAR model, an integrated deep data stream analysis (DDSA) algorithm is proposed. The algorithm uses the forgetting curve and a selective ensemble classifier to simulate human thinking. Compared with four typical data stream analysis algorithms, the DDSA algorithm has a high classification accuracy and a strong capacity for accommodating concept drift features (CDFs) within data stream analysis. The DDSA is particularly adaptable to complex CDFs in practical applications. Experiments show that the proposed algorithm can not only adapt to new concept changes quickly but also effectively resist the impact of random fluctuations on system performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classification is an important application in the field of data analysis. The classical problems mainly adopt static batch processing-that is, all the training data is submitted to the learning system. However, as application fields acquire everincreasing amounts of data, the ability of learning systems to learn dynamically is also becoming increasingly important. The data stream analysis discussed in this paper involves a dynamic learning process through which training data flows continuously. The learning system examines previous results, constantly obtaining new training data from which to learn; consequently, it possesses real-time predictive power to meet the application demand. Social network analysis, spam classification, remote sensing data identification, energy application analysis and other areas increasingly require data stream analysis technologies [1] - [3] .
Data stream analysis has two obvious characteristics: one is that data are generated at high speed and require realtime processing, and the second is that the concepts behind the data change over time-in other words, the data exhibit concept drift, which can occur abruptly, gradually, or change repeatedly. A good data stream analysis system not only needs to be able to process the stream in real time but must also be able to accommodate the changing concepts. Current data stream analysis algorithms can be broadly divided into 3 categories: sliding window, drift detection and adaptive ensemble learning [4] , [5] .
• Sliding window Using a window that moves over time, the training data set is restricted to recently acquired examples. A batch learning method is applied to the sample data window to learn and generate a new classifier and a new prediction directly. These systems always use recently generated classifiers. By adopting a smaller window, sliding window methods can rapidly reflect changed concepts, but because they are then learning from a smaller amount of data, the classification accuracy is usually low. In contrast, when using a larger window, sliding window methods cannot adjust to concept changes as rapidly. Therefore, some scholars have proposed that the window size should be dynamically adjusted to achieve a balance in terms of the learning precision and adaptability to conceptual change [6] , [7] .
• Drift detection A concept drift detector is built into the learning system and used to detect whether the sample distribution has changed. When concept drift has been identified and a threshold is reached, the current classifier is discarded and the dataset in the early warning window is studied. Drift detection technology is an application of the concept of mutation. However, because some concepts drift gradually, they do not reach the threshold and trigger the warning; therefore, they escape detection. Setting a lower threshold simply makes the algorithm over-sensitive to noise and reduces the prediction accuracy [8] , [9] .
• Adaptive ensemble learning Adaptive ensemble learning is an important method of data stream analysis. This approach divides the data stream into data blocks in the order of their arrival, learning a basic classification for each data block. The system saves some number of these basic classifiers and employs the stored classifiers by integrating their results into predictions for new samples. The streaming ensemble algorithm was the first integrated data stream analysis algorithm. It enables each data block to learn a C4.5 decision tree. When the number of stored basic classifiers reaches a specified upper limit, a new decision tree is generated, and a heuristic method is used to remove unneeded basic classifiers from the ensemble classifier. The streaming ensemble algorithm uses the majority voting method to apply the integrated forecast to new unknown data. Because all the basic classifiers are involved in the prediction and are given equal importance, the algorithm is insensitive to concept drift.
In contrast, the accuracy-weighted ensemble algorithm is more representative of data stream ensemble learning. This algorithm uses each basic classifier for the classification accuracy of the current data block to set the weights. To replace a basic classifier, the weight of the smallest basic classifier is directly deleted. During the forecast period, the weighted average of the prediction results of each basic classifier is considered according to these weights. Compared with the streaming ensemble algorithm, this method improves the system's ability to accommodate concept changes. Based on the traditional adaptive integrated monitor, an adaptive classifier ensemble algorithm adds the concept of drift monitoring to improve the system's ability to accommodate the concept of mutation. When a concept is unchanged, the weighted voting method is used to integrate the prediction; however, when a concept change is detected, a new classifier is trained and used for prediction when the warning window is full. In the recently proposed accuracy-updated ensemble algorithm, which is similar to the AWE weight strategy, each basic classifier has an incremental learning ability. The defect of this algorithm is that the basic classifier learning model must have the ability to learn incrementally for new data blocks [10] , [11] .
The above integrated data stream analysis algorithm has the following problems.
(1) The historical importance of the basic classifiers is not considered in the basic classifier evaluations: in these algorithms, each basic classifier is assessed only on the classification accuracy of the current data block to determine which basic classifier to delete. This assessment method therefore ignores the basic classifier's historical importance [12] . (2) The concept of small fluctuations can easily lead to useful basic classifiers being deleted. The historical importance of the basic classifiers is likely to be reduced when small concept fluctuations lead to their poor evaluations and, consequently, their deletion. In a practical application that exhibits frequent fluctuations, the retained basic classifiers are often not the best globally dominant performers, which makes it difficult to obtain good predictions [13] . In this paper, based on the defects of the current adaptive ensemble learning methods, human-like remembering and forgetting mechanisms are introduced into the data stream analysis process, and a remembering-based integrated data stream analysis model, DSAR, is proposed. The model not only makes use of the history of the basic classifier to avoid accidentally deleting classifiers because of random fluctuations but also selects the most effective basic classifier ensemble to carry out forecasting, thus improving the stability and the accuracy of the prediction. Based on the DSAR model, the authors propose a novel integrated data stream analysis algorithm, DDSA. This algorithm designs a basic classifier evaluation method based on the forgetting curve and uses a selective ensemble to simulate the human-like remembering mechanism. Compared to the traditional integrated data stream analysis algorithm, the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm not only has a high prediction accuracy and good real-time performance but also adapts well adapt to a variety of concepts-especially in practical applications where concepts fluctuate frequently, DDSA's prediction accuracy is better than that of the traditional integrated 'number' according to the stream analysis algorithm.
II. DEFECTS IN TRADITIONAL INTEGRATED DATA STREAM ANALYSIS
First, we analyze the traditional integrated data stream analysis, which divides the arriving ordered data stream into data blocks. For every arriving data block, the system uses a batch learning method to learn, obtain a new basic classifier, and integrate the new basic classifier into the classifier library.
Then, the data block is used to evaluate the basic classifier in the system classifier library:
In general, 'Result' is a vector, and each of the basic classifiers in the classifier library corresponds to an assessment value. Note that in the traditional integrated data stream VOLUME 5, 2017 analysis algorithm, the 'Result' is related only to the current basic classifier library and the current data block; it has no connection to other historical information such as previous evaluation values. If the number of basic classifiers in the ClassifiersLibrary reaches the specified upper limit, then the basic classifier with the lowest evaluated value is deleted to satisfy the following condition: |ClassifiersLibrary| ≤ number During prediction, the system directly uses all the basic classifiers in the integrated basic classifier to predict the new samples. The result for the unknown sample 'x' is
The traditional integrated data stream analysis method has some deficiencies as follows:
(1) The assessment process does not take into account the basic classifier's historical evaluation information. Consequently, a data block (DB) containing a shortterm fluctuation can easily lead to an extremely low assessment value for a basic classifier (that is still useful), causing it to be deleted [14] ; (2) In the prediction process, there are potential effects of including the results of poor basic classifier in the ClassifiersLibrary in the forecast: a poor classifier participates equally in the integration but has a negative impact on the integrated of prediction [15] .
III. DATA STREAM ANALYSIS MODEL BASED ON REMEMBERING A. CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN REMEMBERING
In 1885, a German psychologist conducting some of the first research on human memory found that if memories are not revisited, they are quickly forgotten. In contrast, remembering enhances knowledge and prevents its disappearance according to the forgetting curve representation, shown in Figure 1 . The ordinate shows the human ability to learn knowledge based on the remembering strength, expressed as a percentage, and the abscissa expresses the remembered knowledge over an interval. From Figure 1 , we can see that without review, memories lose intensity and decay exponentially over time. However, each time a memory is revisited its strength is enhanced, making it more stable and less easily forgotten [16] . A monograph on remembering was published in 1885, making 'remembering' into an important field of psychology research. A follow-up study [17] found that remembering always has an event correlation. In the process of learning new information, relevant or similar knowledge can easily be recalled. When newly learned knowledge is used to solve practical problems, those memories become stronger and can subsequently be used to solve similar problems. People continue to accumulate knowledge throughout their lives, but at any given time, the knowledge they use is only a small part of the knowledge they have accumulated-in fact, it is impossible for people to recall all the knowledge that they have learned [18] .
According to the preceding analysis, we can determine that human memory has the following characteristics:
(1) The intensity of memory decays with time. If we do not revisit the memories of learned knowledge, then the intensity of the memory of that knowledge will exponentially decay over time and will gradually be forgotten; (2) Remembering can enhance the retention of knowledge. Every time a knowledge memory is revisited, the strength of that memory is enhanced, making it more stable and harder to forget; (3) Memories are related to events. In the process of remembering knowledge, not all the knowledge is recalled and used: it is only when processing events that the knowledge will be recalled.
B. DATA STREAM ANALYSIS MODEL BASED ON REMEMBERING
To overcome the defects described above, we introduce the characteristics of human memory to integrated data stream analysis and propose the deep data stream analysis model based on remembering (DSAR). The theory behind this model is that the basic classifier obtained by learning can be regarded as knowledge obtained by the system. Each new data block that arrives obtains a new basic classifier, which is stored in the system's RememberingLibrary.
The DSAR model views each new data block DB as a need to address the 'events', and the 'incident'-related knowledge is stored as 'memories'. 'Remembering' occurs because the RememberingLibrary selects the DataBlock classification results of the best basic classifier set, and the results and the data blocks become the system 'memories' as follows:
where number represents the maximum quantity that may be remembered. It is clear that the subset of ClassifierLibrary and RememberingLibrary, i.e., ClassifierLibrary content, is remembered by the basic classifier when it meets the following conditions:
Then, the basic classifiers in 'RememberingLibrary' are reevaluated according to the 'remembering' result. The evaluation value represents the remembering strength of the basic classifier in the system's remembering library. If the basic classifier is recalled, its remembering intensity is enhanced. If a classifier is not recalled, its remembering strength attenuates.
Evaluation value = Reevaluate
(RememberingLibrary, ClassifierLibrary, History)
In Formula (4), 'History' represents the historical information of each basic classifier in the RememberingLibrary. Formula (4) represents that the system recalculates the new assessment value according to the results of 'remembering' and the history of the basic classifier. Similar to the characteristics of human remembering and forgetting, the remembering intensity of each basic classifier is related to both its revisit frequency and the passage of time. Therefore, in contrast to traditional integrated data stream learning, the basic classifier evaluation value of the DSAR model is not only related to the current data block but also to the remembered data-historical classifier information. After evaluation, if the 'number' of basic classifiers in the remembering library exceeds the library capacity, the basic classifier that has the lowest memory intensity is deleted immediately so that the following condition is met: |RememberingLibrary| ≤ Capacity remembering When a new prediction task occurs, the system uses the basic classifiers in the Classifier Library to integrate the unknown samples. For an unknown sample x, the prediction results are
The DSAR model innovation of the human remembering and forgetting mechanisms is introduced into the integrated data stream analysis. On one hand, introducing this mechanism can cause historically useful basic classifiers to be more stably stored in memory, preventing random fluctuations from causing useful basic classifiers to be accidentally deleted.
On the other hand, through the remembering mechanism, it selects the most effective basic classifiers to predict the current data block from the RememberingLibrary, making full use of the data flow of the local time effect to improve the prediction accuracy.
FIGURE 2.
Process of data stream analysis. Figure 2 illustrates the process of the data stream analysis system based on the DSAR model. Compared with the traditional integrated data stream analysis system, the system s identical with respect to data acquisition and preprocessing, evaluation and optimization, prediction and application. However DSAR uses a human memory characteristic for data stream analysis. In Figure 2 , the italic text shows each function corresponding to the human memory systems. For example, in the DSAR model 'basic classifier evaluation' which corresponds to the human 'forgetting mechanism', 'basic classifier selection' corresponds to the human remembering mechanism, and 'basic classifier learning' corresponds to human knowledge acquisition. The learning model itself can be any supervised learning method.
IV. DEEP DATA STREAM ANALYSIS ALGORITHM
On the basis of the DSAR (deep data stream analysis based on remembering) model, we further propose the integrated deep data stream analysis algorithm DDSA. The DDSA algorithm has the following characteristics:
(1) It uses the forgetting curve as the forgetting mechanism of the DSAR model. The forgetting curve is the most typical model in the field of human memory. The Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm that uses it is designed to evaluate a new basic classifier; (2) It uses a selective ensemble to simulate the human 'memory' mechanism. From the aspect of improving the predictive ability of a classifier ensemble, the selective ensemble of machine learning is an important method that makes use of the calibration sample set and many basic classifiers in the selection part of the basic classifier integration, excluding the integrated VOLUME 5, 2017
forecast that did not contribute to the classifier. This approach can not only improve prediction accuracy but also prediction efficiency. The Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm uses the selective integration method to simulate the human remembering mechanism. It uses the current data block DataBlock as the testing sample set, selecting the basic classifier library for the target ensemble composition from the RememberingLibrary to evaluate the DataBlock prediction ability. The basic classifiers in the ClassifierLibrary are the 'memories' of the current data block related knowledge. The Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm introduces the following two parameters:
(1) Forgetting factor: each basic classifier has its own forgetting factor, which shows that the learning system has memory stability for basic classifiers, and the value is not negative. The smaller the value is, the more stable the memory of the basic classifier is and the more difficult it is to forget. The memory factor of a basic classifier is closely related to the strength of the memory of that basic classifier; (2) Remembering intensity: each basic classifier has an assessment value, which indicates the remembering degree in the learning system for each basic classifier with a non-negative value in the range [0, 1]. The greater this value is, the more important the basic classifier is in the system. This remembering intensity is governed by two factors: one is the forgetting factor of the basic classifiers, which, as Figure 1 shows, determines an exponential decay curve shape. The second stems from recently selected classifiers (''has not been selected'' refers to the state when a basic classifier is created) in the current time interval, and the remembering intensity varies exponentially with time. The remembering intensity calculation for a basic classifier is
Intensity classifier = e −impact classifier (time−time classifier ) (6) where 'Intensity' represents the basic classifier remembering intensity, 'impact' represent its forgetting factor, and 'time' represents the last time this classifier was selected. For each block of data processing, the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm can be divided into 3 main steps:
(1) acquisition of knowledge; (2) remembered knowledge; (3) forgetting knowledge;
• Knowledge acquisition stage. That is the basic classifier learning phase. Whenever a new data block arrives, it is important to first train a new basic classifier and to initialize its remembering intensity and forgetting factor:
The remembering intensity of the basic classifier is 1, and its forgetting factor is initially set to µ. Then, the basic classifier is added to the basic classifier library.
• After the data block learning process is complete, the remembering knowledge stage begins. The system takes the data block as the confirmation sample set and carries out selective integration on all the basic classifiers, namely, the Recall operation from Formula (3). In the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm, the Recall operation is realized by a selective ensemble algorithm, and an integrated classifier ClassifierLibrary is obtained:
where number denotes the maximum quantity of basic classifiers in the classifier library (the maximum quantity of basic classifiers that may be remembered). The result of the remembering operation is the basic classifier library, which is a wellpredicted library for the new data block. This is the current target ensemble classifier used for the current prediction task.
• The last stage is forgetting knowledge. First, according to the results of the selective ensemble, the forgetting factor for each selected basic classifier is updated. λ classifier represents the number of times the classifier is selected for the target ensemble. After a basic classifier is selected, its related parameters will be updated. Among them, λ classifier is incremented by 1, and τ classifier is updated with the current time t, namely, if classifier ∈ ClassifierLibrary then λ classifier
The forgetting factor is calculated as follows:
Then, the remembering intensity of all the basic classifiers in the RememberingLibrary is updated by the ignoring curve shown in Formula (6). At the end of this assessment, if the number of basic classifiers in the RememberingLibrary exceeds the upper limit, m, the basic classifier with the lowest remembering intensity is deleted to guarantee that the basic classifier 'number' is less than or equal to m. When a basic classifier is deleted, its knowledge is subsequently 'ignored' by the system, so the basic classifier that has been deleted will not remain in the system's 'memories'. The DSAR model of historical information includes information on the history of each basic classifier. In the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm, the classifier history information includes the total 'number' of times that a classifier has been recalled and the most recent instance. In our Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm, the remembering intensity of a basic classifier depends on historical information for the basic classifiers-i.e., on the number of times the best classifiers have been recalled and the most recent time of recall. Therefore, the evaluation value considers the basic classifier's importance in history and its recent forecast performance. By including the basic classifiers with better values in the RememberingLibrary, the effect of a basic classifier that has few classifications is poor, but a basic classifier that has a good classification history of will be saved in the RememberingLibrary and will not be deleted, thereby improving the stability of the algorithm. At the same time, the ensemble selected from the RememberingLibrary is used to select the best integrated classifier ClassifierLibrary for prediction. Thus, the algorithm can quickly adapt to changed concepts. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm.
Data stream analysis requires the latest learning results at any given time. When a new prediction task arrives, the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm directly returns the current target ensemble classifier ClassifierLibrary, which is the best classifier for the most recent data block. In the process of prediction, the prediction results of all the basic classifiers in ClassifierLibrary are used to determine the final prediction result by the majority voting method (voting majority).
V. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluated the performance of the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm, experimental data for 12 data sets from different fields. The Streaming Ensemble Algorithm, Tree, RBF and LED from the 4 datasets of artificial data generated by the MOA system in [19] were used to obtain data generators from different MOA systems. The types of concept drift differed among these datasets. The Streaming Ensemble Algorithm and LED datasets also introduced some noise. The other 8 data sets consisted of real application data, including electrical data (Elec) (which are widely used in data stream analysis [20] ) of power market prices, in which the price is affected by market demand, supply of energy, season, weather, day and time. The remaining 7 datasets were derived from the UCI machine learning database [21] . The experimental datasets not only include gradient, mutation, repeat and a variety of different types of concept drift but also concepts of both single changes and complex waves of complex data, allowing a more comprehensive comparison of the various algorithms.
The algorithms involved include a sliding window algorithm, WIN, and 3 different integrated data stream analysis algorithms: the Accuracy-Weighted Ensemble [22] , Streaming Ensemble Algorithm [23] and Adaptive Classifiers Ensemble [24] . When each data block arrives, the algorithm first predicts the data block and then studies it. The processing methods for the data blocks differ among the algorithms:
• The WIN algorithm is the simplest of the sliding window algorithms: the window size is same as the size of the data block. The algorithm retains only the most recently generated basic classifiers and uses them to predict the algorithm. WIN, which is widely used, and the following integrated data stream analysis algorithms were compared.
• The Streaming Ensemble Algorithm was the first integrated data stream analysis algorithm to use the majority voting method by a ClassifierLibrary as the basis of prediction.
• The Accuracy-Weighted Ensemble algorithm is a weighted integrated data stream analysis algorithm. To make predictions, the prediction results of each basic classifier in the ClassifierLibrary are integrated by the weighted voting method.
• The Adaptive Classifier Ensemble algorithm combines the integrated data stream analysis approach with CDF detection. If no CDF is detected, a ClassifierLibrary consisting of basic classifiers uses a weighted voting integration. When CDF is detected, the method waits until the warning window is full of generated new basic classifiers; then, the weights are again updated, and weighted voting integration is performed.
• The proposed DDSA algorithm uses the selective ensemble method by selects basic classifiers from the RememberingLibrary. When the quantity of basic classifiers in RememberingLibrary is small, the ClassifierLibrary and the RememberingLibrary contain the same basic classifiers. When predicting, the basic classifier
prediction results of ClassifierLibrary are integrated by the majority voting method. The experimental results show the integration of the higher learning experiment. The five algorithms use the same batch learning (batch learning) process for data blocks and the same basic classifier learning model. We choose the prediction accuracy, and the learning speed is the same as that of a fast C4.5 decision tree. Previous data stream analysis research results show that if the data block is too small, the single basic classifier classification accuracy is poor, and if the data block is too large, the ability to adapt to concept drift suffers. Here, the data block size was set to 500 samples, which is a good choice. To make a fair comparison, we set all the algorithm data block sizes to 500 samples.
MDSQ is a [3] , [12] ranking method based on selective ensembles. In this method, each basic classifier has a signature vector. Each basic classifier is selected from all the basic classifiers and added to the ensemble classifier, the signature vector and the target vector between the ensemble classifier and the minimum distance classifier. We compared the experimental results and found that, as a selective ensemble algorithm, the MDSQ algorithm not only has speed and accuracy but is also a good algorithm [14] . Therefore, we chose the MDSQ algorithm as the remembering mechanism of the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm. The MDSQ algorithm is the default algorithm in [19] and [20] , and it selects 20% of the basic classifiers as the target ensemble classifiers. We slightly modified the MDSQ algorithm from [19] and [20] , namely, when the number of basic classifiers in RememberingLibrary is less than or equal to a threshold, all the basic RememberingLibrary Classes are selected; however, when the number of basic classifiers in RememberingLibrary exceeds that threshold, then a number of the basic classifiers in RememberingLibrary are selected to form the ClassifierLibrary. This approach causes the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm and the other integrated data stream analysis algorithms to have the same ClassifierLibrary size.
The experiment, which involved all the data stream analysis algorithms and the MDSQ selective ensemble algorithm, which was implemented in the efficient C++ language. This approach integrated our independent design and the ensemble-based data analysis. The algorithm library is also integrated with the Quinlan's C4.5 decision tree algorithm. LibEDM software can be downloaded directly from the open source software platform on GitHub. The experimental platform was a Dual Quad Core 2.2 GHz Intel processor with 32 GB of memory running the Linux operating system.
A. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER SETUP
We first experimentally determined the best size for the target ensemble. Then, the five algorithms are compared in terms of their prediction precisions, discipline and monitoring aspects. Using the precise predictions from previous experiments, the algorithm is used to predict and then learn (test-then-train), namely, whenever a data block arrives, the algorithm first predicts the new data block and then learns it.
To make a fair comparison and analysis of the algorithms, we first experimentally determined the value for the size of the target ensemble. This parameter determines the maximum number of basic classifiers that are integrated and participate in prediction. The target ensemble size plays a key role in the prediction performance of the integrated data stream analysis algorithm. Experimental trials were performed using the average forecast value, MeanAccuracy, from the different values predicted by each algorithm to obtain the most suitable parameter value. This is the average value of the data block's prediction accuracy on all the data sets. The calculation method is
where 'MA' denotes the mean accuracy, 'AA' denotes the average accuracy, 'DL' denotes the data library, Number m denotes the total number of data blocks in the m-th data library, andAA mn denotes the prediction accuracy for the n-th data block in the m-th data library. The experiment presents the MA results of various algorithms under different 'number' values. In the experiments, we set the remembering capacity of the DDSA algorithm to 5 times that of 'number'. From Figure 3 , it can be seen that in all the algorithms involved in the test, regardless of the value of 'number', the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm is the best predictor on the average. The AWE and Streaming Ensemble Algorithm algorithms obtain their best predictions, when 'number' is 10, while the ACE and Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithms, obtain slightly better results when the mean value of 'number' is 15 than when it is 10. The WIN algorithm uses only the latest basic classifier to make predictions for each data block; therefore, its prediction accuracy is independent of the 'number' value. From these experimental results, it can be determined which 'number' value is a better choice. Taking into account that a large 'number' value will increase the calculation time, in the experiment, we set the value of the 'number' parameter to 10. The remembering capacity of the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm was set to 5 times the 'number', that is, m=50. Table 1 shows the prediction accuracy results of the five different algorithms. The data include all the data block mean prediction accuracies. The last row shows the mean result of each algorithm on all the datasets. The best value in each row is represented by a bold number. The experimental results show that the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm produced optimal results for the Tree, Adult, Conn., Elec, Pearson and Poker datasets. The Tree dataset includes repeated concept changes in its artificial data, and the other five datasets have frequent fluctuations, making changes difficult to predict. The Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm also achieved the best mean results across all the data sets, which is mainly due the remembering and forgetting mechanisms of the basic classifier, which prevent a data block with a poor classification effect from being deleted immediately. Because of the algorithm's higher remembering strength, the block will be retained in the remembering database system and remembered again later by the system when the corresponding concept appears. Therefore, the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm is very suitable for handling repetitive concept changes. In practical applications, the fluctuations of various concepts are often mixed together, and the repeatability (waves) of concept drift in practical applications is quite common. Therefore, the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm obtains a better prediction performance on actual data. For example, the life of a person is a typical data stream application; in addition to temporal correlations among the sample data between each category there are also time correlations. These are difficult to classify, but a similar dataset of the same category data is likely to appear again. The data from a larger number of samples gives full play to the role of remembering in the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm. Hence, the forecasting capability of the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm on the datasets is obviously better than that of the other algorithms.
B. FORECAST ACCURACY RESULT ANALYSIS
As measured by the mean accuracy and the mean variance in these results, the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm is the best compared to the other algorithms over all the datasets. The Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm has the best predictive ability, and its forecast performance is the most stable. This shows that the proposed remembering and forgetting mechanisms used in the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm are highly adaptable and can adjust to a variety of different types of conceptual change, especially for repeated conceptual changes, in which it is difficult to predict the actual dataset. In cases with concept drift, the predictions of the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm are obviously superior to those of the other algorithms.
The AWE algorithm achieved the highest accuracy scores on the SEA, RBF and LED datasets, and its overall mean result is second best. These three data sets are artificial data sets among which the Streaming Ensemble Algorithm exhibits sudden concept changes and the RBF exhibits gradual concept changes (the two types of CDF). The AWE algorithm uses a weighted voting method in which the more recent basic classifiers are given higher weights to achieve a better forecast performance.
The mean result of the Streaming Ensemble Algorithm is ranked third. The Streaming Ensemble Algorithm, which uses the majority voting method, retains basic classifiers from the ensemble forecast due to an integration that is neither like Deep Data Stream Analysis, which makes full use of the useful basic classifier history, nor like AWE, in which the basic classifier sets the weights. Therefore, its overall prediction effect is inferior to that of the Deep Data Stream Analysis or AWE algorithms.
The ACE algorithm, by introducing the concept of change monitoring to capture concept drift, which necessitates monitoring for concept changes but suffers from the difficulty of setting a proper threshold value, has difficulty in accommodating a variety of concept drifts. Ace is quite sensitive to monitoring transient concept changes, leading to large fluctuations in its prediction results. In our experiments, ACE achieved the best prediction accuracies on the Bank and EEG datasets, but its mean prediction accuracy for the SEA dataset were slightly worse. Ace had the highest variance among all the algorithms, indicating that it is the most unstable algorithm.
WIN employs only the newest produced basic classifier to make forecasts-which can be considered the equivalent of ignoring all the prior knowledge from previous classifications. Therefore, for adjacent data blocks of high similarity, WIN can achieve good prediction results. In our experiments, WIN algorithm obtained the best result only on the Cover data set. The mean values of the 4 different data stream analysis algorithms are better than that of the WIN algorithm. These results verify the effectiveness of the integrated data stream analysis approach.
Based on the results discussed above, it can be concluded that the forecasting precisions of WIN, the Streaming Ensemble Algorithm and ACE have few obvious differences. The forecasting precision of the AWE algorithm is clearly better than that of WIN and the Streaming Ensemble Algorithm but is not significantly different compared to ACE, a result mainly caused by the relatively large fluctuations in the ACE algorithm. However, the prediction accuracy of the proposed Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm is obviously better than that of the other 4 algorithms. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the prediction accuracies of the various algorithms on the Elec and Conn data for each data block. The Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm not only has a high prediction accuracy but also exhibits relatively stable prediction results: it rarely shows a significant decline in accuracy. This is because the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm through its 'remembering bank,' has the capability to recall the high memory intensity of the basic classifier, thus enhancing its ability to accommodate concept changes.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a data stream analysis model DSAR based on a remembering mechanism and a new integrated data stream analysis algorithm called Deep Data Stream Analysis, which is used to validate the model's effectiveness. The innovation of the DSAR model is that its humanlike remembering and forgetting mechanisms are introduced into the integrated data stream analysis system. The innovation of the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm is that it uses the forgetting curve to achieve the forgetting mechanism of the DSAR model and uses selective integration to realize the DSAR model's remembering mechanism. This study compared the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm with four other typical data stream analysis algorithms: WIN, the Streaming Ensemble Algorithm, AWE and ACE. The experimental results show that the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm not only has high precision but also the best prediction stability, especially for recurring CDFs and for practical applications with complex CDFs. The prediction accuracy of the DDSA algorithm is superior to that of the other algorithms. The training time required for the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm is very short; therefore, it can be applied to real-time applications with stringent time requirements.
From the experimental results, it can be seen that the Deep Data Stream Analysis algorithm lacks the capability to accommodate CDFs with sudden or gradual changes. Thus, further optimizing the algorithm to enhance its adaptability to these two concepts will be the focus of our future work. In addition, the use of the remembering and forgetting mechanisms of the data stream analysis are both a new approach and a new method, and we will launch a more comprehensive and in-depth theoretical analysis and experimental verification to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the DSAR model and DDSA algorithm. 
